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“This exhibition of artwork is a collec-
tion reflecting my art practice in Syd-
ney influenced by my lifestyle in a rural 
area. As art school has been online due 
to COVID-19, being taught from Syd-
ney-based artists whilst living in a rural 
area has had an interesting impact on 
my art practice, visually and conceptual-
ly.” 

Lucy is currently in her 2nd year of a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts at the National 
Art School in Darlinghurst, Sydney. She 
divides her time between her studies in 
Sydney and her family home in Thallon, 
Queensland.

Lucy Brosnan
A curved horizon



Lucy Brosnan
A curved horizon

By the window
50.5x50.5cm

Oil on canvas (stretched)
$230

Yellow chair
63x76.5cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$250

Flowers and vase
22.5x19.5cm

oil on canvas (unstretched)
$40
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Yellow chair

Flowers and vase

By the window
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Bath time

Contemplation

Contemplation
60.5x60.5cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$250

Bath time
50.5x61cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$230
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Old tack gear #1

Old tack gear #2

Snack break

Snack break
60x60cm

oil and oil sticks on canvas (stretched)
$150

Old tack gear #1
25.5x43.5cm

charcoal and pastel on cardboard
$40

Old tack gear #2
34x37cm

charcoal and pastel on cardboard
$40
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Evening shadows #2

Evening shadows #1 

Moonie riverbank

Evening shadows #1
25.5x25.5cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$70

Evening shadows #2
25.5x25.5cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$70

Moonie riverbank
120x120cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$500
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Botanic garden

Early afternoon

Figures in landscape

Early afternoon
25.5x25.5cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$50

Botanic garden
60.5x60.5cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$220

Figures in landscape
26.5x33.5cm

oil on canvas (stretched)
$100



Robin Stieger
Desecration: Glimpses of Glory and Loss

Desecration is the act of violating the 
sacred nature of an object, place or 
people. This collection of paintings and 
mixed media pieces reflects this human 
condition.

“On one hand we possess a capacity for 
magnificent achievement and quest to 
create beauty and reach for the divine. 
On the other hand, our terrible capacity 
for greed, intolerance and cruelty leads 
to destruction and misery.”

Robin’s work exudes a deeply contem-
plative quality as she considers the act of 
‘desecration’ and seeks to evoke a sense 
of history, memory and loss through her 
work. 
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Australia: Imprints

Australia: Tracks

Australia: Groundwater

Australia: Imprints
60x50cm

acrylic and collage on canvas
$400

Australia: Groundwater
60x50cm

acrylic, collage and pencil on board
$400

Australia: Tracks
60x50cm

acrylic and collage on canvas
$400
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Machu Picchu, Peru, 1532AB

Temple of Zeus, Greece, 267AD

Great Sphinx of Giza, Egypt, 1370AD

Machu Picchu, Peru 1400AD. Lost after  1532AD
60x46cm

dyed muslin over acrylic on canvas
$480

Temple of Zeus, Greece 520BC. Pilaged 267AD
60x46cm

dyed muslin over acrylic on canvas
$480

Great Sphinx of Giza, Egypt 2500BC. Defaced 1370AD
60x46cm

dyed muslin over acrylic on canvas
$480
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Title artwork
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Bamiyan Buddas, Afghanistan, 2001 Persepolis, Iran, 330BC

Bamiyan Buddas, Afghanistan, 500AD. Destroyed 2001
60x46cm

dyed muslin over acrylic on canvas
$480

Persepolis, Iran 460BC. Destroyed 330BC
60x46cm

dyed muslin over acrylic on canvas
$480
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Whitby Abbey, England, 1539

My Son, Vietnam, 1969

Twin Towers, USA, 2001

Whitby Abbey, England 657AD. Abandoned 1539
70x56cm

acrylic on canvas
$480

My Son, Vietnam 200AD. Bombed 1969
70x56cm

acrylic on canvas
$480

Twin Towers, USA 1975. Smashed 2001
70x56cm

acrylic on canvas
$480
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Title artwork
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Cologne, Germany, 1945 Hiroshima, Japan, 1945

Great Mosque of Al-Nuri, Mosul, Iraq, 2017

Cologne, Germany. Bombed 1945
60x40cm

graphite on paper
$200

Hiroshima, Japan. Bombed 1945
60x40cm

graphite on paper
$200

Great Mosque of Al-Nuri, Mosul, Iraq 
1190AD. Blown up 2017

56x70cm
acrylic on canvas

$480



“My work explores the use of colour 
and texture in a fun, contemporary and 
vibrant way. I have always been creative 
but discovered the art of weaving five 
years ago and was instantly drawn to the 
colour and texture of the endless ma-
terials available. I am primarily a textile 
artist but I also enjoy working with wa-
tercolour and acrylics. For me painting 
and weaving is a meditative and joyful 
experience.”

Maisie uses a range of materials and 
weaving techniques to add textural 
elements to the works, whilst trying 
to depict different aspects of our ever 
changing environment. 

Maisie Johnson
Where we stand
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SpringSummer Autumn Winter

Summer
110x20cm 

wool, cotton, timber rod
$375

Autumn
110x20cm 

wool, cotton, timber rod
$375

Winter
110x20cm 

wool, cotton, timber rod
$375

Spring
110x20cm 

wool, cotton, timber rod
$375
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Emerge Submerge

Emerge
65x100cm

wool, timber rod
$550

Submerge
65x100cm

wool, timber rod
$550
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Sweet child of mine

Sweet child of mine
180x85cm

wool, cotton, metallic thread, sari silk, timber rod
$1950



“Recycling is a high priority in my life 
and art practice. Many elements in this 
series were found near my studio, such 
as plants and different coloured soils. 
These artworks demonstrate the versatil-
ity, longevity and value of natural fibres 
which have been used by papermakers 
for centuries.” 

Practicing for over 40 years, Yvonne 
has been creating rag paper since the 
late 1990s with a Hollander beater built 
by her uncle, which is a requirement 
for makers of rag paper. Yvonne has 
since developed into the practice of 
pulp-painting.

“Having been involved in our family’s 
mixed farming property for decades 
there is inspiration all around me – long 
slow sunsets and seasonal colours.”

Yvonne Ledingham
Earthy impressions
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Little black dress

Seed pod and grass on woolly country

Little black dress
1040mm x 540mm

xanthorrhoea grass, flax, leaves, wool
$450

Seed pod and grass on woolly country
730mmx560mm

seed pod, xanthorrhea & cotton paper
$350
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Drifting dunes

Straw hat and favourite linen shirt

Drifting dunes
700mmx500mm

wool, cotton & linen pulp painting & red dirt
$250

Straw hat and favourite linen shirt
855mmx1330mm

linen, straw
$800
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From shore to desert

Pilbara storm

Gorge colours

From shore to desert
630mmx780mm

shedless, cropless and waterless
$400

Pilbara Storm
940mmx640mm

denim rag pupil, linen, cotton, woolen 
pulp & red dirt

$500

Gorge colours
460mmx560mm

cotton & linen pulp-painting & vertigris ox-
idising treatment on cotton paper

$ 250
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Tracks

Better times

Tracks
515mmx330mm

cotton rag paper, red dirt, xanthorrhoea
$500

Better times
360mmx290mm

cotton & linen pulp-painting, coloured rag 
and grass

$200
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Add water and see...

After rain

Add water and see...
420mmx335mm

cotton sarong, pulp-painting
$250

New growth
525mmx460mm

cotton sarong, pulp-painting
$200

After rain
250mmx310mm

cotton sarong, pulp-painting
$95

New growth
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Rusted on

Dust storm on the horizon

Rusted on
790mm x985mm

woollen jumper, cotton, nylon & acrylic paint & red dirt
$400

Dust storm on the horizon
390mmx315mm

red dirt, cotton & linen pulp painting & stone impressions
$200
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Sandhills grass Grassy tracks

Sandhills grass
505mmx400mm

red dirt, cotton & linen paintings
$150

Grassy tracks
415mmx315mm

red dirt, cotton & linen  pulp painting with 
Lomandra

$150
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Earthy impressions

Title artwork
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Way finding

Between dunes

Fragile ground Fragile ground
530mmx680mm

gossamer- linen paper, red dirt, cotton & 
linen pulp painting

$300

Between dunes
790mmx985mm

red dirt, cotton& linen pulp painting
$250

Way finding
550mmx450mm

 cotton rag paper, size pulp paint-
ed cotton paper

$350
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Lomandra in hemp cloth paper lamp

Sinewy track in grasslands

Lomandra in hemp cloth paper lamp 
lomandra, hemp

$300

Sinewy track in grasslands
295mmx370mm

cotton rag paper, eggshells &acrylic paint 
& inks on painted cotton paper

$250



The song originally sung by Joni Mitch-
ell and later covered by the Counting 
Crows, refers to trees, birds and ‘paving 
over paradise.’ It talks of not realising 
what you have until it is gone, which is 
very apt in today’s COVID environment. 
This exhibition features paintings of 
trees, birds, landscapes and our individ-
ual definitions of paradise, and of course 
a few yellow taxis.

Peter Lowrey is a small business owner 
in Moree who has painted for most of 
his life. Christine Partridge was the win-
ner of the 2019 local Portrait Prize. Deb-
bie Key is a midwife and an enthusiastic 
budding artist; she enjoyed a short art 
class in Paris in 2020. Cathy Corderoy is a 
retired accountant who enjoys sketching 
and painting. Jocelyn Hunt has recently 
rediscovered the joy of painting after a 
long hiatus.

Saturday Art Group
Big yella taxi
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Emu

Kookaburra

Galah

Emu
45.5x33cm

watercolour on paper
$150

Kookaburra
45.5x33cm

watercolour on paper
$150

Galah
45.5x33cm

watercolour on paper
$150
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Owl

Yellow taxi

Owl
28.5x38.5cm

acrylic on canvas
$100

Yellow taxi
31x38.5cm

watercolour on paper
$150
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Yellow taxi

Trees #1
Trees #2

Yellow taxi
22.5x22.5

acrylic on canvas
$100

Trees #1
30.5x25.5cm

acrylic on canvas
$50

Trees #2
22.5x32.5

acrylic on canvas
$50
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Trees #1

Trees #2

Trees at sunset

Trees #1
22x27cm

acrylic on canvas
$100

Trees #2
25.5x30.5cm

acrylic on canvas
$100

Trees at sunset
35.5x47.5cm

acrylic on canvas
$150
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Taxi and boyfriend

Trees in paddock

Paradise

Taxi and boyfriend
45x59.5cm

acrylic on canvas
$100

Trees in paddock
40x50cm

acrylic on canvas
$100

Paradise
28.5x38.5

acrylic on canvas
$100
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White tree

Trees #1

Trees #2

Trees #3

White tree
30.5x61cm

acrylic on canvas
$150

Trees #1
30.5x61cm

acrylic on canvas
$200

Trees #2
30.5x30.5cm

acrylic on canvas
$130

Trees #3
38.5x28.5cm

acrylic on canvas
$130



Nicholas draws from his embedded 
connection to place from his home in 
Moree in Northern NSW. Anchored by 
his intuitive sense of colour and guided 
by his emotion, he works the surface to 
achieve a unity of colour. He sees him-
self as an observer, painting past and 
current narratives in Australian history.

“Colour is a big focus in my work. I do 
a drawing first, within five minutes it 
might be all gone but I remember the 
ideas from it and it anchors me there. 
I work with whatever colour is on the 
palette - I have a chopping board - I put 
down eight colours and I will blend, and 
as Joe Furlonger said, “To get going you 
just throw the colour on the canvas and 
you’re away.”

Nick Osmond
My daddy was a bank robber
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Clive James

The Lone Ranger

Clive James
60x60cm

acrylic on masonite board
$600

The Lone Ranger
46x61cm

acrylic on masonite board
$600
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My daddy was a bank robber

My Daddy was a bank robber
acrylic on masonite board

45.5x50.5cm
$600



With a background in forestry, Kerry was 
captivated by the polar landscape and 
the ecology of the harsh Arctic envi-
ronment. After reading books about 
Arctic ecology and Inuit folklore, with 
gruesome tales of Arctic Survival, Kerry 
was inspired to create a series of works 
that represented each month in the Artic 
year. The works centre around the polar 
bear and its relationship with the land, 
with man and the devils within the bear 
itself. 

Using his signature medium, bronze, 
Kerry applied patina paint in order to 
convey a sense of depth in the frozen 
compositions. “If you crack the patina 
right, you’ll get a luminous depth much 
like an oil painting painted in thin layer 
upon layer.” 

Kerry Cannon
The polar bear series
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January, The Thin Ice

February, Sun

March, Dearth

January, The thin ice
47 x 49 x 48cm

bronze, paint
$12500

February, Sun
8 x 25 x38cm

bronze, paint
$2800

March, Dearth
23 x 50 x 30cm

bronze, paint
$10000
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April, Alone

May, Bones

June, Abundance

April, Alone
15 x 34 x 39cm

bronze, paint
$4200

May, Bones
11 x 26 x 32cm
bronze, paint

$2900

June, Abundance
34 x 19 x 42cm

bronze, paint
$4200
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July, Kill your love

August, Sun, sun September, Abundance too

July, Kill your love
15 x 14 x 28cm
bronze, paint

$2600

August, Sun, sun
10 x 24 x 38cm

bronze, paint
$3700

September, Abundance too
13 x 19 x 32cm
bronze, paint

$2600
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October, Smooth ice hunting

November, Piblokto

October, Smooth Ice Hunting
18 x 54 x 33cm

bronze, paint
$7700

November, Piblokto
27 x 45 x 28cm
bronze, paint

$7500
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December, The thin ice 2

Fight

December, The Thin Ice 2
13 x 38 x 67cm
bronze, paint

$9000

Fight
44 x 24x 23cm
bronze, paint

$5400


